THE MYSTERY OF STALIN’S DEATH - Some new revelations
This article was compiled by me on the 5th March of 2003 and circulated among a
few Margiis and workers. Since then I have received several requests to circulate it
among all the devotees of BA'BA'. Hence I am circulating this for the knowledge
of all)
- UNKNOWN
Today is the 5th March - Dadiici Divas. Margiis all over the world are observing
this by fasting until evening. In 1967 Communists brutally murdered five Dadas in
Anandanagar. This is the first time any life was sacrificed defending Marga.
Thousands of tribal armed with bows and arrows, who misguided by the
communists, encircled Anandanagar. After the five were killed and many more
injured, they were advancing towards BA'BA'’s quarter. Everybody was scared
about how they would be able stop the armed mob in a murderous frenzy. They all
gathered in BA'BA'’s quarter not knowing how to defend BA'BA' and themselves.
Then BA'BA' stepped out of His quarters and started looking around at the
advancing mob. Then a miracle happened. The mob started running away as if
scared by some mysterious force. Anandanagar was saved by the Divine
intervention by the Lord. This was thirty-six years ago. This day is also known to
the 50th death anniversary of Stalin death.
Last year, on this occasion I sent out an untold story of another Divine
intervention, which saved the world from what would have been an unparalleled
destruction. That was the ‘Untold Story’ of Stalin’s plan to engulf the world in
another destructive war and his sudden and mysterious death. It dealt with several
hitherto unknown details about the circumstances that lead to his death. At that
time I received several letters asking me what was the information that historians
have gathered about his death and if any of the information given in the story I
sent did tally with the information that historians have collected. That time I could
not give any answer because I did not have an answer.
Recently a report of the mysteries surrounding the death of Stalin was published in
the website of BBC. In the report published by a Russian Leonida Krushelnycky
who investigated the circumstances of his mysterious death, has a lot of stunning
information that tally with the information that could be gathered from Margiis
who either witnessed or heard something related with the death of Stalin. There
were some mistakes in the date of his death that I sent last time and I am
correcting the dates here which is based from the information gathered from the

BBC report and from the calculations made on what I gathered from the Margiis.
According the information declared by Soviet Govt. Stalin died in the night of 5th
March. BA'BA' said that he died a few days earlier and because of the power
struggle between Baria (the head of KGB) and Khrushchev the information was
hidden from the world until the power struggle was over. (Bhaktavatsalam’s
report)
The world knows that on this day fifty years ago i.e. 1953 Stalin died under
mysterious circumstances. They never knew that it was the result of a Divine
intervention to save India and many countries from a monster who was bent on
forcing Communism on these countries through a very destructive war. I am
retelling the untold story in the new light of the information revealed by BBC and
I feel that there is no better occasion for this other than the 50th anniversary of this
incident.
I am giving the version published in BBC website and after that the rewritten
version of the Untold Story more for the benefit of those who did not receive it last
year.
The following was published in BBC website on 24th February 2003. A lot of this
is based on the interview of Pyotr Lozgachev guard on duty at Stalin residence.
This interview took place sometime in the later part of 1990s i.e. about 45 years
after the incident.
THE MYSTERY OF STALIN'S DEATH
By Leonida Krushelnycky
Fifty years ago, on 5 March 1953, the Soviet leader Joseph Stalin died.
His political life as a dictator who dominated millions has been minutely dissected
over the decades.
But Stalin’s last days continue to provoke speculation and argument.
Did he die of natural causes following a brain haemorrhage or was Stalin killed
The night of 28 February began in the usual manner for Stalin and his closest
political circle, Lavrenty Beria, Nikita Khrushchev, Nikolai Bulganin and Georgi
Malenkov.
They watched a film in the Kremlin then retired to Stalin's country home, 10
minutes outside Moscow, for yet another night of feasting.

By the early hours of 1 March, Stalin's guests had gone back to their homes in
Moscow.
What happened next was out of the ordinary for a man as obsessed with security as
Stalin. He gave an order for his guards to retire for the night - he was not to be
disturbed. ‘We were glad when we got this order, and went off to bed without
thinking twice’ – said Pyotr Lozgachev guard on duty.
This change to Stalin's normal behavior intrigued Russian historian Edvard
Radzinski, and a few years ago he tracked down one of the guards on duty that
night, Pyotr Lozgachev.
GUARDS WORRIED
It was Lozgachev's testimony of that night that led Radzinski to speculate about
what might really have happened.
The guards slept late the following morning, and so, it seemed, did Stalin - 12
o'clock, one, two o'clock came and no Stalin.
The guard confirmed that it was not Stalin who gave the guards the order to go to
bed, rather the order was conveyed by the main guard Khrustalev.
"Stalin would taunt the guards by saying 'Want to go to bed?' and stare into our
eyes," Lozgachev said. "As if we'd dare! So of course we were glad when we got
this order, and went off to bed without thinking twice."
The guards slept late the following morning, and so, it seemed, did Stalin. Twelve
o'clock, one, two o'clock came and no Stalin.
The guards began to get worried, but no one dared to go into his rooms. They had
no right to disturb Stalin unless invited into his presence personally.
At 6.30 a light came on in Stalin's rooms, and the guards relaxed a little. But by
the time 10 o'clock had chimed they were petrified. Lozgachev was finally sent in
to check on Stalin.
"I hurried up to him and said 'Comrade Stalin, what's wrong?' He'd, you know, wet
himself while he was lying there. He made some incoherent noise, like "Dz dz".

His pocketwatch and copy of Pravda were lying on the floor. The watch showed
6.30. That's when it must have happened to him."
'WORLD WAR III'
The guards rushed to call Stalin's drinking companions, the Politburo. It was their
tardiness in responding and calling for medical help that put questions of doubt in
Radzinski's mind.
Baria may have been behind Stalin's death.
Did they already know too much and so did not need to hurry to the "old man's"
side?
Mr Radzinski says Yes. He asserts that Stalin was injected with poison by the
guard Khrustalev, under the orders of his master, KGB chief Lavrenty Beria. And
what was the reason Stalin was killed?
"All the people who surrounded Stalin understood that Stalin wanted war - the
future World War III - and he decided to prepare the country for this war," Mr
Radzinski says.
"He said: we have the opportunity to create a communist Europe but we have to
hurry. But Baria, Khrushchev, Malenkov and every normal person understood it
was terrible to begin a war against America because the country [Russia] had no
economy.
"It wasn't a poor but a super-poor country which was destroyed by the German
invasion, a country which had no resources but only nuclear weapons.
Those close to Stalin thought he wanted war.
"It was the reason for his anti-Semitic campaign, it was a provocation. He wanted
an answer from America. And Beria knew Stalin had planned on 5 March to begin
the deportation of Jewish people from Moscow."
As always in Russia, conspiracy piles on conspiracy. Some saw buses parked all
round Moscow to take away the Jews. Others glimpsed special barns erected for
the deportees in Kazakhstan.

But while the drama unfolded over the next few days in Stalin's country house, the
citizens of the Soviet Union were split in their reaction to the imminent death of
their leader.
Many openly wept for the man they called '"Father", "Teacher", "God". Others in
prison camps across the land allowed themselves to exchange secret smiles and
hope that things would be different now.
At 9.50pm on 5 March Stalin died. By the next day his body was lying in state in
the Hall of Columns, a few streets from Red Square. It is estimated that several
millions came to see him one final time. Several hundred were rumoured to have
died in the crush.
Fifty years on, the rumours of intrigues and conspiracies continue. For a tyrant like
Joseph Stalin, a simple death would be just too mundane.
The documentary The Last Mystery of Stalin - BBC Radio 4 on Monday, 24
February, 2000 GMT - charts the politics and emotions of a turbulent and truly
significant week in Soviet history, through personal recollections and dramatic recreations.
Presenter: Tim Whewell
Producer: Leonida Krushelnycky
The Untold Story retold It was 1st week of February 1952 evening after sunset. BA'BA' was sitting in the
tiger’s grave in Jamalpur. Along with BA'BA' were one Sadan Dev who was also
working in railway workshop and Dr. Sachinanandan Mandal. (Dr. Sachinandan
Mandal was BA'BA'’s classmate and was initiated by Lord Himself a few days
earlier. He later became a family Acarya and served selflessly for over twenty
years as doctor in Anandanagar. He was also in Anandanagar on the 5th March
and was saved from the murderous mob only by Lord’s miracle perhaps to tell his
version of this untold story)
BA'BA' was silent and looking at the sky. BA'BA' suddenly said to Sadan
Dev to close his eyes. BA'BA' then ordered his mind to go to Moscow and see
what Stalin was doing in Kremlin. Sadan Dev said that Stalin is sitting alone and
was brooding on something. Lord then asked him to enter inside Stalin’s mind and
see what he was thinking. Sadan Dev said that Stalin was thinking about plans to

spread Communism in different parts of the world. He was also planning to attack
neighboring countries including India with the intention of spreading Communism
here. The whole of Eastern Europe had come under his influence. The most
populous nation China already a Communist nation and many newly independent
nations were moving towards Communism. Now Stalin’s thought was that if
India, which was the second most populous nation, was taken over by the
Communist then he would be able to exert his influence in most part of Asia.
BA'BA' told Sadan Dev to warn Stalin that it was not within his power to do that.
If he tried to do that, it would only bring him disaster. So he should desist from
any such attempt. Sadan Dev said that he warned him.
(In the later years Margiis had witnessed several times BA'BA' giving a message
to someone faraway by projecting a mind there as BA'BA' did then by projecting
Sadan Dev’s mind. This was done by creating that feeling in the mind of that
person. Later after propounding Microvita theory BA'BA' explained how the
subtler Microvita -Devayoni- can create feelings in any human mind.) After Sadan
Dev gave Stalin the warning, BA'BA' asked him to come back. BA'BA' did not say
anything more about Stalin that day. Neither Sadan Dev nor Dr. Sachinandan
Mandal ever knew what happened to Stalin after that or all that BA'BA' said on
this issue later.
The next thing that we now know what happened was three weeks later. (The
calculation of three weeks is based on what BA'BA' said to Bhaktavatsalam, which
appears in the later part of this. Again it was the tiger’s grave in Jamalpur. This
time Haraprasad Haldar (commonly known as Hara da - father-in-law of Kinshuk)
was with BA'BA'. There was also another person whose name was not known.
BA'BA' was discussing something with them. BA'BA' then suddenly asked Hara
da if he would like to experience death. Hara da was afraid and refused that
strange offer. BA'BA' said to him that he had nothing to fear and that he would be
brought back to life. Still he did not agree. Then BA'BA' called a person walking
past the tiger’s grave wearing Territorial Army uniform. He was a Bojpuri
speaking person and BA'BA' spoke to him in that language. BA'BA' asked him to
sit near the grave on the ground. He assumed special mudra (posture) with His
hands. Suddenly that soldier collapsed on the ground. BA'BA' asked Hara da to
check his pulse. Hara da found that he was dead. BA'BA' said that He was
bringing a Vidhehi Atma or a body-less mind into that body. Saying that BA'BA'
touched with His right toe the Ajina Cakra of that body. There was some
movement in that body. BA'BA' then ordered that Vidhehi Atma (for the sake of
identity I am calling that person in the body of the dead soldier as Vidhehi Atma)

to take his mind to Moscow and see what was happening in Kremlin. He said that
Stalin was having a conference with his Army Generals and that he was explaining
something to them pointing out at a map. BA'BA' asked him to enter inside
Stalin’s mind and see what his plans were. The Vidhehi Atma (speaking through
the body of the dead soldier) said that Stalin was planning to invade the
neighboring countries including India with a view to spreading Communism in the
world. BA'BA' asked him to warn Stalin to desist from it forthwith or else it would
be disastrous for him. The Vidhehi Atma said that he had warned Stalin and that it
had created some fear in his mind. He left the conference to his private room.
BA'BA' then continued discussing something else with Hara da. Nearly half an
hour had passed. BA'BA' stopped the discussion and suddenly turned to the
Vidhehi Atma and asked him to see what Stalin was doing now. He said that Stalin
had overcome his momentary fear and was preparing to give the final order to his
Army. BA'BA' became very serious and said that he had not learnt any lesson and
that his time had come. Saying this BA'BA' raised His right index finger and
waved in the air and said in a stern voice, “Stalin nipat jao” (In Bangla it meant
‘Stalin be destroyed’). BA'BA' then asked the Vidhehi Atma to return back and
then leave the body. The body was again dead. BA'BA' then ordered the soldier to
return to his own body. Mean while there was again some movement in that dead
body. A while latter he woke up and sat. He was too tired to speak and BA'BA'
asked Hara da to massage his body. After a short while he got up and walked away
neither knowing that he was dead for a while or nor anything about all that had
happened through the medium of his body. BA'BA' never spoke a word about
Stalin after that. Hara da was totally confused by all that happened so
unexpectedly. Strange and unbelievable things had happened and he couldn’t get
any clue of the actual significance of all that.
A few days later he went again for field walk with BA'BA'. After leaving BA'BA'
in His Keshavpur residence, Hara da was returning home. It was very late at night.
He found that some people had gathered around a sweet shop and were listening to
the radio. He also joined them and enquired what happened. Someone said that
Stalin was dead. He was startled to hear that. How could he tell anyone that he was
witness to the event that lead to his death. Who would believe him? Three years
later after the birth of Marga, he told this story to several Margiis.
On 14th November 1954 in the 2nd sitting of the Margiis in the Jagriti in Rampur
colony BA'BA' was giving death demonstration on Krishna Chandra Pal. During
that BA'BA' projected somebody’s mind to several places and showed many
things. During that BA'BA' asked the person to read the mind of Russian President

Melankov who was also planning ways to bring India under the Communist rule.
BA'BA' asked him to warn Melankov to stop any such thought saying that Stalin
had to meet untimely death while trying to pursue such an attempt.
Ac. Haragovinda Mandal of Jamalpur another senior Grihi acarya and a direct
initiate by BA'BA' also heard the story from Hara da.
One day during a field walk he asked BA'BA' why did He spare the American
President while He took the life of Stalin.
BA'BA' said that Stalin was a ‘Mahapataki’ (great sinner). He was preaching
peace and justice in the name of Communism and was planning just the opposite
i.e., to bring destruction through war, where as the American president did not do
any such thing.
Later in Jamalpur itself during one general darshan BA'BA' showed to Dasharat da
the scene before Stalin died. He saw that Stalin was holding conference of the
Army officers, same as what was seen by the Vidhehi Atma. BA'BA' asked
Dasharat da to see what was in the pocket of Stalin when he died. Dasharat da said
that there was a paper with something written in Russian, which he could not read.
BA'BA' said that it was a dangerous order but Stalin died before he could give that
order.
Many years later, in 1970 Bhaktavatsalamji, a senior Margi from Salem in
South India was having field walk with BA'BA' in Ranchi. During the walk
BA'BA' suddenly stopped and turned to him and asked, “Bhaktavatsalam, do you
know how Stalin died.” Then BA'BA' went on to explain, “One evening I was
sitting in the tiger’s grave in Jamalpur. Then a ‘little boy’ from the Himalayas sent
me a telepathic message. The message was ‘BA'BA', Stalin is planning to attack
India. Save India from this monster’. Then a warning was given to Stalin. Again
three weeks later I was sitting in the tiger’s grave. Again the ‘little boy’ send
telepathic message from the Himalayas saying that Stalin was preparing to attack
India and pleaded with Me to save India. Do you know Bhaktavatsalam what
happened then? Stalin was dead a while later. But the Russians kept his death a
secret. There was power struggle between Baria and Krushchev. Only a few days
later when it was decided who would succeed Stalin that his death was announced.
(That is why Hara da heard the radio news about his death during the next filed
walk)

In the same year there was a demonstration in Ranchi Jagriti. BA'BA' was
explaining that human beings are able to do anything only because Paramapurusa
has given them power or capacity to perform different functions and without His
wish humans cannot perform even a normal looking function. BA'BA' then asked
Ac' Vinayanandaji to deliver speech on Ananda Marga. While speaking, suddenly
his voice ceased. However much he tried he wasn’t able utter anything. BA'BA'
smiled and said that that He had withdrawn his power to speak. BA'BA' said
Vinayananda would not be able speak one word unless HE permitted him. Saying
this BA'BA' gave him back the power to speak and the dada was able to speak
again. Then with a gentle touch BA'BA' sent the dada into Samadhi and got up to
leave. BA'BA' again sat down and said, “The power with which the speaking
ability of Vinayanandaji was ceased is the Cosmic Scissor. Buy using that,
Paramapurusa can stop the function of anything in this universe. In Markandeya
Purana (a scripture on Lord Shiva) this power is called Chandika Shakti.”. BA'BA'
paused for a while and said, “At the time of Stalin’s death using this Cosmic
Scissor the vein carrying the blood supply to his brain was cut off and he died
immediately.” Saying this BA'BA' left the room.
The different people who gave different bits of information here were
unaware of the information given by others. Hara da passed away before
Mahaprayan and so I could not interview him. But he had narrated his experience
to several others who were interviewed by me.
Conclusion - where do the two reports tally
1.
How did Stalin die? Margiis said - BA'BA' said that using the cosmic scissor
Paramapurusa cut of the blood supply to his brain and he died immediately.
(Ranchi Jagrti Demonstration)
BBC report says - Stalin died under mysterious circumstance. There is rumor that
he died of haemorrhage.
2.
He was planning war. (This was what Sadan Dev saw as per the version of
Ac. Sachinandan Mandal; this was what Haraprasad da’s version said. In the
demonstration on Dasharat da of Stalin’s last moments, Dasharath da saw that
Stalin was explaining something on map to his Military Generals. He also saw that
there was a note containing a dangerous order written in his pocket and before
giving that order he died. This was what the ‘little boy’ from the Himalayas
informed BA'BA' twice telepathically - according to what BA'BA' said to
Bhaktavatsalam. (In the demonstrations there were no clear indications other than
India that he had plan to attack.)
BBC report says - "All the people who surrounded Stalin understood that Stalin

wanted war - the future World War III - and he decided to prepare the country for
this war". He (Stalin) said: we have the opportunity to create a communist Europe
but we have to hurry. Those close to Stalin thought he wanted war.
According to the BBC report all those close to him knew that he was planning for
war and this is confirmation of what Margiis saw or heard from BA'BA'.
3.
When did Stalin die? BA'BA' said to Bhaktavatsalamji that Stalin
died a few days before the actual announcements, which was delayed because of
the power struggle between Baria and Khrushchev. According BBC report says on
the night of 28th night a very strange order was given – the guard Lozgachev who
was interviewed by BBC heard from the main guard Khrustalev (who others
believe had poisoned on the order of Baria) that Stalin wanted all the guards to go
to bed. After that nobody has seen Stalin alive.
The next day Stalin did not call anybody and only at 10 pm the guard Lozgachev
dared to go inside and found him lying on the floor. Though he says that Stalin
uttered some feeble sounds incoherent sound could either be the imagination of the
guard after a gap of about 45 years after the incident or he was making up some
story for some reason. The assumption that he died on the 28th is further reenforced because when the politburo members were informed about his condition
none of them took it seriously. It was believed that he was already poisoned on the
direction from Baria by then. May be they all knew that he was dead.
In answer to the question why the other politburo members not rush to Stalin after
he was found lying on the floor, BBC report says - Did they already know too
much and so did not need to hurry to the "old man's" side? This further indicates
that he was dead by then.
Why did Stalin not call anybody into the room or do any thing the whole day on
1st March when he was just about to wage a war. From the time in the evening
when the guard found him lying on the floor until 5th March when he was
officially declared dead - there was no clear news of what happened to him in
those four days.
In the future further research would further reveal the small missing links in the
whole mystery of Stalin’s death. Since the interviews of all concerned persons,
whether by me or by the BBC were done more than 40 – 45 years after the
incident there are chances of some slip of memory. We have to take into account

of that.
From the several points revealed by the statement of different margiis, three
important things have been substantiated by the BBC report. a) He died sudden
death. b) He was planning to wage war. C) That he might have died earlier than
the 5th March, when his death was actually declared. These revelations by BBC
would further prove to the world about Lord’s mysterious role in the death of
Stalin.

